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ECONOMICS OF ENGINEERING DECISIONS 

The Specific Features of Marketing Channel Design  
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Marketing channels in nowadays market might be the 
decision determining the failure for enterprise if it is made 

without evaluation of every aspect connected with the 

design of marketing channel. Thus enterprise in planning 
its marketing complex must pay considerable attention to 

the decisions of product distribution.  

Distribution as one of four elements of marketing 
complex is inseparable part of marketing decisions, which 

involves all the decisions about distribution of products to 

the end user. The issues of distribution were analysed by a 
number of Lithuanian ( aplikas, 1997; Balkevi ius, 2000; 

Pajuodis, Pranulis, 2000; Gudonavi ien , Bu i nien ,

2003; Gerikait , Sadauskait , 2005) and foreign marketing 
specialists (Berman, 1999; Kim, 1996; Delton, 1997; 

Frazier, 1999; Kotler, 2003; Rosenbloom, 1999; Stern, 
2006; etc.), paying a big attention to the elaboration of the 

procedures of marketing channel design.  

Every enterprise that acts at the conditions of market 
economy pays a big attention to organization and 

optimisation of the process of product distribution to the 

end user. The production performance, success of sales 
programme and position of the enterprise in the target 

market depends on product realization. Often the 

competitive advantage of the enterprise, which is obtained 
at the level of product distribution, determines the future 

success in the market.  

This article reveals various models of marketing 
channel formation, analyses their advantages and 

proposes the new conceptual model for marketing channel 

design, created by the authors with reference to Stern, 
Coughlan, El-Ansary (2002) and Rosenbloom (1999). The 

proposed model is tested empirically by designing the 

marketing channel for product of the group of enterprises 

The suggested model recommends performing the 

design of marketing channel in the following manner:  

1. to describe the existing marketing channel, by 
assessing the influence of environmental and 

enterprise factors;  

2.
determining the needs of consumers and the goals 

of marketing channel; 

3.

perform the formation of alternative marketing 

channels, an evaluation of alternatives and to select 
the intermediaries of marketing channel. 

The model for marketing channel design proposed in 

this article suggests to begin with the analysis of 

influencing factors; adjust channel goals to general 
strategy and politics of enterprise; considering the gaps 

and the goals of marketing channel to foresee the 

alternative structures of marketing channel, making 
decisions about channel type and distribution strategy; to 

end the formation of marketing channel by selecting the 

most appropriate intermediaries.  
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Introduction 

Relevance. Recently marketing analytics 

acknowledged that marketing channel selection and 

improvement is one of the most complicated and relevant 

problems for enterprise. Purchasers seek for maximum 

benefit in their decisions and because of that the 

distribution of goods and services becomes one of the most 

important part of business management, and the 

development of distribution theories and practice forces to 

think about the role of marketing channels in the system of 

marketing.  

Decisions about the selection of marketing channels 

require high investments and efforts, but an effective 

distribution system always provides additional advantages 

in the competitive market.  

Marketing channel is the chain of interrelated 

enterprises that take part in the process of the movement of 

goods from the producer to the consumer (Guibert, 2006). 

Marketing channels by timely providing the proper amount 

of goods and services in the proper place, of right quality 

and optimal price, not only meet the needs of consumers, 

but also stimulate the demand, by using different methods 

of promotion among all organizations in the marketing 

channel. That is why we need to qualify marketing 

channels as the managed chain, which increases the value 

of goods and services (Stern; Coughlan; El-Ansary: 2002). 

The problem. While the commercial performance of 

different forms intensifies and the diversity of retail objects 

increases, marketing channels become more sophisticated 

and their management becomes more complicated. This 

situation determines the need for bigger attention to 

channel administration and the assessment of their 

effectiveness when analysing possible alternatives of 

distribution of the production to the end user. Because of 

that, industrial enterprises encounter the problem of 

formation of effective structure of marketing channel and 

that leads to the necessity of continuous searching for new 

possibilities how to modify the structure of existing 

channel.



Research object. The formation of the structure of 

marketing channel.

The aim of the paper. After theoretical analysis of 

marketing channel formation, to provide the conceptual 

approach to the formation and modification of marketing 

channel and to test it empirically with the group of 

Research methods. 

comparative analysis of theoretical literature on marketing 

channel formation and improvement were used; and 

methods of the assessment of marketing channel 

alternatives were employed in the empirical research. 

marketing channels is increasing continuously. 

Rosenbloom (1999) suggest 5 reasons for this tendency:  

1. continual competitive advantage, that makes it 

difficult to copy marketing channel easily and 

fast;

2. increasing power of wholesalers and retailers in 

marketing channel; 

3. need to reduce the distribution costs; 

4. new stress in the development of enterprises; 

5. the growing role of technologies.  

Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001), Kotler (2000) and 

others note that marketing channel is one of the most stable 

elements in the marketing complex and has the character of 

sustained, lasting perspective. The changing of marketing 

channel, not as price or promotion, requires a lot of efforts, 

investments and time.  

The selection of marketing channel is a very 

responsible and complicated process: decisions of 

distribution are directly connected with the general politics 

of enterprise performance, which is being formulated at the 

top-level management. 

The comparative analysis of the models for marketing 

channel design  

The formation of marketing channel is attributed to the 

decisions that encompass the creation of new (not existing 

before) marketing channels or the modification of existing 

marketing channels (Rosenbloom, 1999). 

channel formation proposed by Rosenbloom (1999); 

Berman (1999); Kotler (2002); Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary 

(2002; 2006) and Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001). 

The analysis of the models of marketing channel 

formation is presented below. 

The model for marketing channel design proposed 

by Kotler. Kotler (2000) suggests the method of five 

stages that is presented in Figure 1. 

Kotler (2000) suggests the beginning the formation of 

marketing channel with the analysis of the needs of target 

consumers. At the second stage the target markets are 

identified and the main aims of marketing channel are 

determined, according to product characteristics and 

qualification of intermediaries. Next, different alternatives 

Figure 1. The model for marketing channel design (Kotler, 2002) 

of marketing channel are analysed and every alternative is 

characterized according to the type of intermediary, 

number of intermediaries required, responsibility of 

marketing channel participants and conditions of 

performance. At the fourth stage the selection of 

of marketing channel depending on the economic criteria, 

control level during the period of adaptation has to be 

performed. 

The model for marketing channel design suggested 

by Rosenbloom. Rosenbloom (1999) suggests the model 

that encompasses 7 stages (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. The model for marketing channel design  

(Rosenbloom, 1999) 

Rosenbloom (1999) suggests to begin with the 

identification of preconditions for marketing channel 

creation or change. At the second stage the goals of 

marketing channel should be determined and coordinated. 

Next, the distribution tasks should be specified and the 

alternative structures of marketing channel should be 

foreseen (the length and width of marketing channel). At 

the fifth and sixth stages the factors influencing marketing 

channel are analysed and the optimal structure of 

marketing channel is defined using various existing 

methods for doing so. At the last stage the proper 

intermediaries should be selected. 

(1) Analysis of consumer needs 

(2) The aims of marketing channel 

(4) Selection of intermediaries 

(5) Assessment of marketing channel 

(3) Identification of the main 

alternatives of marketing channel 

(1) Preconditions of marketing channel formation  

(2) Identification of the goals of distribution  

(4) Prevision of alternative structures of marketing channel 

(5) Analysis of factors influencing the performance of channel 

(3) Specification of the tasks of distribution  

(6) Setting the optimal structure of marketing channel 

(7) Selection of marketing channel intermediaries  



1.Environment analysis. 2.Analysis of existing marketing 

channels (MCh). 3.Proposals for MCh improvement. 4.Analysis 

t of existing MCh alternatives. 

6.Composing of short time plans. 7.Quantitative analysis of 

factors. 12.Gap analysis. 13.

14.Design of optimal MCh. 
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Campomar (2001) suggest to begin the marketing channel 

planning with the description of everyone in the marketing 

channel, where not only a producer, intermediaries and 

consumer, but also the suppliers participate. Hereby we 

need to describe the functions of all of them and to make 

one systematic approach to channel structure. 

The model for marketing channel design suggested 

by Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary (2006). The main feature 

of this model is the orientation to the needs of consumers.  

The model suggests to identify the needs of consumers and 

to group them into the separate segments at the very 

beginning of the process of channel design. 

Figure 6. Channel Management Schematic  

(Stern; Coughlan; El-Ansary: 2006) 

Comparing the models for marketing channel design 

There is no strict regulation about how to determine 

the structure of marketing channel. Different authors 

provide models with different number of process stages. 

Thus, for the enterprise to begin the process of marketing 

channel formation, we recommend to get acquainted with 

the peculiarities of existing models and to decide which of 

them would be more suitable for the specific needs of the 

enterprise. Comparable analysis of the existing models of 

marketing channel planning allows highlighting the 

following:  

Rosenbloom (1999) emphasizes the distribution in 

the general strategy of enterprise. The model shows 

the steps that combine distribution goals, strategies, 

strategic planning of the enterprise and marketing 

channels. This model is easy to implement.  

stages, still is very clear and detailed, defining the 

various factors that have to be analysed at each 

level.  

The model of Kotler (2002) suggests to begin the 

formation of marketing channel from the end user. 

This model in comparison with others is simpler. It 

defines the principles of marketing channel 

formation rather than claims to give the exhaustive 

projection within this process. 

The model proposed by Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary 

(2002) comprises the biggest number of marketing 

channel design stages that are provided in detail. 

The model of distribution system is created 

according to the needs of the end user.  

Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001) model was 

created with reference to existing theoretical 

models, and involves the most important stages of 

marketing channel formation, with some new ones 

added.  

The model suggested by Stern, Coughlan, El-

Ansary (2006) emphasizes the needs of consumers. 

Identification of the consumers needs allows 

grouping them into separate segments. According to 

different needs of different targets, specific features 

of the product, goals and potential of the enterprise, 

the most acceptable marketing channel is being 

designed. 

With reference to the models discussed above, the 

authors of this article propose the new conceptual model of 

marketing channel formation. The model is tested 

empirically by designing the marketing channel for the 

Designing the marketing channel for the chewing gum 

The situation analysis of the group of enterprises 

system of the chewing 

sufficiently effective and the thorough analysis of 

marketing channel structure was necessary as well as the 

formation of new alternative marketing channel.  

formation we suggest to use the new conceptual model for 

marketing channel formation (Figure 7), which was created 

by the authors of this paper with reference to Stern, 

Coughlan, El-Ansary (2002) and Rosenbloom (1999). 

Figure 7. The model for marketing channel design  

(proposed by the authors of this paper) 

With this model we recommend to perform the 

formation of marketing channel in three stages:  

I. To describe the existing marketing channel, by 

1. Segmentation 

2. Positioning

3. Targeting

4A. Establish new 

channels 

4B. Refine existing 

channels 

5. Channel implementation 

3. Analysis of 

consumer needs 

4. Goals of 

marketing channel 

1. Influence of limiting 

factors  

2. Existing MCh, 

restricted by factors  

5. Gap analysis 

6. Alternative 

marketing channel 

formation 

7. Evaluation of 

alternatives

8. Selection of 

intermediaries 

C. New marketing 

channel

B. Ideal marketing channel  A. Existing marketing channel 



assessing the influence of environment and 

enterprise factors (stages 1 and 2). 

II.

determining the needs of consumers and the goals 

III.

8).  

Assessment of factors, influencing marketing channel  

assessment of limiting factor

Market factors:  

1. Geographical market location. It is important to 

een producer and production 

expensive.  

2. Market size 

accounts for approximately 

3. Market capacity 

population live in countryside or

Product factors. 

 every level of the channel 

Factors of enterprise: 

1. Size of enterprise 

2. Financial potential 

dependence on intermediaries.  

Organizational structure of enterprise

the commercial performance in

intermediaries. 

Strategy, goals and politics of enterprise 

goal of enterprise is to cover as

of sales promotion.  

Management experience and priorities of managers

Factors of intermediaries. The producer

 Before the introduction of 

Environmental factors: 

1. Economic environment 

gum. 

2. Competitive environment



Factors of behaviour .

restricted by factors 

strategy of intensive 
distribution

selective strategy of distribution

Time of delivering 

Figure 8.

Figure 9.
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The goals and tasks of marketing channel  

The fourth stage of marketing channel formation 

requires to identify the main goals of marketing channel.  

The goals of marketing channel of the group of 

according to marketing strategy and the elements of 

marketing complex. The main advantages of the company 

that allow to create an effective marketing channel for 

chewing gum are: small costs of production and small cost 

realization; high quality of production; large assortment, 

intermediaries.  

channel:

goods. 

increase the chewing gum market share to 10 

percent and would help to successfully maintain the 

competitive position. 

The formation of alternative structure of marketing 

channel

After the description of existing marketing channel for 

channel, we can proceed with the last stage of marketing 

channel. The stage 5 (see Figure 7) refers to the gap 

1.

2.

3. Existing wholesale intermediary cannot perform 

some functions that producer requires, and that 

does not allow to reach the desired goals of 

marketing channel. 

alternative marketing channel formation, the stage 6 (see 

Figure 7). Formation of potential alternatives of marketing 

intermediaries: 

1.

Baz , etc.). 

2.

3. Small retailers. 

4.

5.

The reaching of these retailers requires from the 

producer to select the proper st

purposeful to create such a marketing channel that would 

intermediary.  

The alternative of existing intermediary is eliminated, 

commitments to another producer.  

1.

wholesale intermediary, which would cooperate 

with existing and new potential retailers (the 

alternative of new intermediaries).

2.

directly to the large retail chains, and for 

wholesale intermediary (the alternative of multi-

channel marketing system). 

Evaluation of alternative marketing channel  

The assessment of alternative marketing channel was 

done according to the method for identification of an 

The alternative with the 

efficiency was selected. The evaluation of alternatives is 

Table 1 

Adjustment of the method of factors significance to alternatives of 

marketing channel  

Factor evaluation 

Final 

evalu-

ationn

of
Fac-

tors 

Factor 

signify-

cance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
factors 

(2x3)

1 2 3 4 

1.  

0,22 
      *

+

 1,54 

1,98 

2.  

0,24 
    *

+

 1,20 

2,16 

3.  

0,20 
+

*    1,40 

1,00 

4.  

0,16 
+

*     0,96 

0,64 

5.  

0,08 
      *

+

0,56 

0,72 

6.  

0,10 
    

+

*     0,60 

0,50 

viso: 1,0 

6,26 

7,00 

* Alternative of new intermediaries; +          +

                                                                                         channel marketing system 

The final evaluation of factors shows that in formation 

the final evaluation of it is 7.00 points. The alternative of 

channel.



Selection of intermediaries 

The search for potential intermediaries in marketing 

channel was performed according to information 

experience in the market of chewing gum. The potential 

separate producers and different brand names. The product 

food. All intermediaries distribute the brands known not 

represents the

the selected criteria. 
Table 2 

selected criteria  

Criterion cance of 

criterion

1. Financial condition 

5. 4 4 16 

4 4 16 

3 5 15 

Final score 144

requirements best. Considering the big experience of this 

wholesaler in the chewing gum 

intermediary for distribution 

of designing the new marketing channel for chewing gum 

is finished.  

 the most stable elements 

of marketing complex that has the character of lasting 

the selection of marketing 

intermediaries. 

structure of marketing channel design in different ways. 

Only few of them emphasize the importance of the analysis 

ering that the main aim for 

at the analysis of consumer 

needs is one of the most important decisions in marketing 

channel formation process.  

 the process of marketing 

which encompasses the followi

conceptual model has been tested empirically by practical 

adjustment to the formation of marketing channel for 
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Rasa Gudonavi ien

Marketingo kanal  formavimo ypatumai 

Santrauka 

sta, kad marketingo 

kanal  parinkimas ir tobulinimas yra viena sud tingiausi  ir aktualiausi

problem , su kuria tenka susidurti monei. Pirk

, tod l preki  arba paslaug  paskirstymas darosi 

vienu svarbiausi  verslo valdymo sri i , o preki  paskirstymo teorijos ir 

praktikos pl tra ver ia susim styti apie marketingo kanal  vaidmen

marketingo sistemoje. 

Marketingo kanalai, intensyv jant vairi  form  komercinei veiklai 

ir did s prekybos objekt vairovei, tampa vis 

sud tingesni, o j lygoja poreik  vis 

daugiau d mesio skirti kanal  administravimui ir j  efektyvumo 

vertinimui, tiriant galimas produkcijos paskirstymo galutiniam vartotojui 

alternatyvas. Tod s mon s susiduria su efektyvios 

marketingo kanal  strukt ros formavimo problema, o tai lemia b tinyb

 modifikuoti naudojam  kanal  strukt r .

ros formavimas.

Darbo tikslas. Atlikus teorin  marketingo kanal  formavimo studij ,

pasi lyti marketingo kanal  formavimo model  ir patikrinti j

atliekant moni  grup

.

Tyrimo metodika. Atliekant teorines marketingo kanal  formavimo 

ir tobulinimo studijas, buvo naudoti lyginamosios analiz s bei 

sisteminimo metodai, taip pat taikyti marketingo kanalo alternatyv

vertinimo metodai. 

Daugelis autori  tvirtina, kad marketingo kanal

pastaraisiais metais nuolat did ja. Rosenbloom (1999) vardija penkias 

1.

lengvai kopijuoti marketingo kanal ;

2. Did janti didmeninink  galia marketingo 

kanaluose;

3.

4. Naujas akcentas moni  vystymosi procese; 

5. Did jantis technologij  vaidmuo. 

Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001), Kotler (2002) ir kiti autoriai 

 element

marketingo komplekse ir turi ilgalaik s perspektyvos pob d . Marketingo 

kanalo keitimas, kitaip nei kainodara ar r mimas, reikalauja dideli

pastang , investicij  bei laiko.

Marketingo kanalo formavimas priskiriamas prie t  sprendim ,

kurie traukia nauj , marketingo kanal  k rim

arba esan i  marketingo kanal  modifikavim  (Rosenbloom, 1999). 

iau aptariami Rosenbloom (1999); Berman 

(1999); Kotler (2002); Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary (2002 ir 2006) ir 

Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001) marketingo kanal  formavimo 

modeliai. 

N  taisykli , kaip tiksliai nustatyti 

marketingo kanalo strukt r . Skirtingi autoriai savo modeliuose 

rekomenduoja skirting  etap  skai i . Tod mon ms 

marketingo kanalo strukt ros formavim , reik t

su esam  modeli  ypatumais ir nuspr sti, kuris j  geriausiai gal t  atitikti 

konkre ios mon s poreikius. 

Rosenbloom (1999) modelis akcentuoja preki  paskirstym  bendroje 

mon s strategijoje. Modelis nuoseklia

paskirstymo tikslus, strategijas, mon s strategin  planavim  ir marketingo 

kanalus. Modelis paprasti taikomas. 

Berman (1999) modelis, netur damas daug kanalo strukt ros

formavimo etap

vairius veiksnius, kurie tur t  b ti analizuojami kiekviename etape. 

Kotler (2002) modelis taip pat marketingo kanalo strukt ros 

formavim

paprastesnis, palyginti su kitais. Ir ta

nusako marketingo kanalo strukt ros formavimo principus nei 

 ir nuosekl  keli

Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary (2002) model  sudaro daugiausia 

styt  marketingo kanalo strukt ros formavimo etap , kuri

kiekvienas smulkiai 

vartotojas, kuris yra pagrindinis veiksnys, lemiantys marketingo kanalo 

strukt ros formavim . Paskirstymo sistemos modelis kuriamas 

 galutinio vartotojo poreikius. 

Neves, Zuurbier, Campomar (2001) modelis yra kurtas ankstesni

modeli  baz je, tod l traukia svarbiausius marketingo kanalo strukt ros 

formavimo etapus, papildydamas  analiz s

etapas, kuriame, be kit , analizuojami sandori

marketingo kanal jami ne tik 

paskirstymo, bet ir tiekimo kanalai.  

Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary (2006) si lomas marketingo kanalo 

mesiu vartotoj  poreikiams, 

 atskirus segmentus. 

 skirting  segment  poreikius, prek s ypatumus, mon s

tikslus bei galimybes, formuojamas priimtinausias marketingo kanalas. 

autori  si lomas marketingo kanal  formavimo modelis. Jo veikimas 

patikrinamas formuojant marketingo kanal moni  grup

Atlikus moni  grup , buvo 

yra neefektyvi, tod l b  marketingo kanalo 

strukt ros analiz  ir suformuoti alternatyvius marketingo kanalus.  

,

si loma naudoti nauj  marketingo kanalo formavimo model , sudaryt

Stern, Coughlan, El-Ansary (2002) ir Rosenbloom (1999) marketingo 

kanal  formavimo modeli  pagrindu.  

Naujas modelis rekomenduoja marketingo kanalo formavim

vykdyti trimis etapais: 

1.  marketingo kanal , vertinus aplinkos ir mon s

veiksni tak

2. , nustatant vartotoj

3.  apriboto marketingo kanal

neatitikimus, vykdyti alternatyvi  marketingo kanal  formavim ,

atlikti j vertinim  ir atrinkti marketingo kanal

Marketingo kanalo formavimas pradedamas nuo ribojan i  veiksni

takos marketingo kanalui s veiksni

grup s, mon s, tarpinink , aplinkos ir konkurent

veiksniai, kurie gali veikti kramtomosios gumos kanalo strukt r .

moni  grup

naudoja netiesiogin  antro lygio marketingo kanal

vienam didmeniniam tarpininkui ( galiotam gamintojo atstovui), kuris 

 tai, kad 

kramtomoji guma yra impulsyvaus pirkimo prek , moni  grup



intensyvaus paskirstymo strategij

r

r

nauj  tarpinink  alternatyva).

daugiakanal s marketingo sistemos alternatyva).

r

: marketingo kanalai, paskirstymas.


